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Metique teatree oil review by Emma Woolf
I discovered Metique’s amazing skin care range
last summer, during the London Olympics.
Remember that thing in the sky, that golden
globe we saw for a few weeks last summer?
Well, I spent a long, hot day at the Games and
got horribly sunburned… I also happened to be
writing reviews of beauty products for The Sun
at the time, and when Metique landed on my
desk, it was my salvation. The Antiseptic Hand
& Body Lotion soothed the worst of the sunburn
and I’ve been using it ever since, rain or shine.
I’ve always had sensitive skin, but I like to feel
my skin care is ‘working’ – Metique’s
combination of gentle yet effective is ideal.
And it comes in handy travel-sized sachets for
holidays and handbags.
My stand-out favourites from the range:
• 10% Natural Australian Tea Tree Oil & Vitamin
E – for dealing with any spots or breakouts
• Tea Tree Hygienic Skin Wash – deep cleansing
and gentle enough for face and body
• Tea Tree Hand &Body Lotion – super-hydrating
- in summer I keep this in the fridge!
Oh, and did I mention the whole range is
beautiful? Unwrapping a parcel from Metique
is like an unexpected birthday: brown paper
packaging, then layers of white tissue and blue
silk ribbons available from :
www.teatreeoilproducts.co.uk/shop/
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• 10% Natural Australian Tea Tree Oil &
Vitamin E – for dealing with any spots or
breakouts

The Antiseptic Hand & Body Lotion soothed
the worst of the sunburn and I’ve been using it
ever since, rain or shine. I’ve always had
sensitive skin, but I like to feel my skin care is
‘working’ – Metique’s combination of gentle
yet effective is ideal. And it comes in handy
travel-sized sachets for holidays and handbags.

• Tea Tree Hygienic Skin Wash – deep
cleansing gentle enough for face & body

Emma Woolf’s Favourites tea tree oil products

METIQUE® - the Specialists in Tea Tree Oil Products

My stand-out favourites from the range:

• Tea Tree Hand &Body Lotion – superhydrating - in summer I keep this in the
fridge!
Oh, and did I mention the whole range is
beautiful? Unwrapping a parcel from Metique
is like an unexpected birthday: brown paper
packaging, then layers of white tissue and blue
silk ribbons…
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